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Virtual Tours on the Internet
Liddy Nevile
Our main Presenter at Tuesday’s meeting will be Liddy Nevile.
Liddy will present ‘Virtual Tours on The Internet.' This will be an exploration of sites
such as museums, galleries and other sites that have virtual tours of their buildings
or grounds. Following on from this Liddy will look at the Scratch animation web site.
This is easy to use web based animation software aimed at Children or new users.
Surprise your grandchildren by showing them something they didn’t know!
Liddy is adjunct Associate Professor at La Trobe University. She earned a Bachelor of Jurisprudence and
Bachelor of Law from Monash University and a Master of Education from RMIT University. Liddy taught law
for 15 years, experimenting with computers in this context; 'experimented' with young children and
computers in the early 80's; explored opportunities at schools in which every child had their own computer
in the late 80's, and was Director of the Sunrise Research Laboratory at RMIT University for most of the 90's.
Current particular interests are in metadata and the accessibility of web content. She has been working as
an author and editor for accessibility and accessibility metadata specifications with W3C, the Dublin Core
Metadata Initiative, the European Committee for Standardisation and the IMS Global Learning Project. She
was metadata and accessibility developer for several major portals before this work. Her lifelong interest
has been in new technologies and how they can be used to serve human purposes, what she calls 'convivial'
technologies. This interest has led to ongoing work with the goal of finding ways to enable a remote
Aboriginal community to repatriate its culture. It also has involved a significant amount of work with young
people and prototype computer environments.
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T

his is somewhat unusual in that I am writing this
annual President’s Report well before the Annual
General Meeting.
We are away traveling in W.A. at the time of the AGM.
What has happened within BMUG this year?
After the great start of the 2012/13 year, we have
continued along the same path of concentrating on the
basics.
Most of our new members are those interested in
learning how to use their iPADs.
Mat Vistarini, Manager of Apptech Geelong, spoke at our
December meeting and then spoke to many members
eager to ask questions through out the whole session.
He missed our annual party, but worked hard all
evening.
We started the year with a January meeting for the first
time in 3 years. It was a hot day, so we were in hindsight
very grateful it was lightly attended for a Show & Tell
meeting.
Colin Gissing brought along his Octocopter which is
controlled by his iPad. He also showed some of his
iMovie production of a recent trip to the USA.
David Dixon spoke about and showed some of the
iMovie SIG work in progress.

I showed some of the Reunion 10 software by Lister Products
for recording your Family Tree.
In response to the increased demand for iPad demonstrations,
the Club used some of your funds to buy a down pointing
IPEVO Ziggi HD camera to show how to use the iPad. This is
all fairly new stuff for us, which by the time of the AGM time
will have settled into a good routine.
The iPad SIG No1 Group is running well under the guidance of
Keerie Brown, holding it’s meeting on the first Wednesday of
the month.
Most of its members were able to demonstrate their favorite
App or Apps on the day that we used the IPEVO Ziggi camera
for the first time.
The iPad SIG No2 Group which also meets on the first
Wednesday of the month, held its first meeting in May and is
very ably lead by Bev Amey and Antoinette John.
We have restarted our social meal after the general meeting to
be held every second month. The first one was held in March
where 25 people, including some nonmember partners joined
in to have an excellent meal at the Tandoori Lovers Indian
restaurant in Ocean Grove. The second one in May was held at
a Chinese restaurant Ming Terrace where 15 members
attended. Sorry I cannot be with you for the July and
subsequent ones.
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President’s Annual Report..................Continued
We held our 3rd Annual Photography day, on the 16th March,
this time along the Geelong waterfront, with the members
emailing their selected photos to Dick Brown for his judging.
It was a very instructive period starting at the March meeting
with a session run by Dick Brown covering all aspects of
setting up your camera and using iPhoto.
The Prizes 1st, 2nd, & 3rd were awarded at the April general
meeting. Congratulations to all the winners.
The Web Site making SIG run by Liddy Nevile meets on a
Tuesday afternoon between 2 to 5pm.at Dick Brown’s home.
Brian Riggs continues to offer our members assistance with
the Garageband program on a one to one basis.
The BMUG Assist program is used by members, and even by
nonmembers, placing questions through the BMUG Web Site.
We are a self-help group, so we try to assist to the best of our
knowledge and what better way to learn ourselves.
Now I would like to pay tribute, and my thanks to the current
Committee Members who have been such stalwarts in running
BMUG. All of them are a pleasure and very enjoyable to work
alongside.
Dick Brown as VicePresident is such an able presenter on so
many aspects of computing. Fay Scott, Secretary does a
tremendous job. Geoffery Waite, our Treasurer has
streamlined and simplified our financial record keeping.
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Bev Amey, taking the minutes, and assisting Fay Scott at the
entrance table. Antoinette John always willing to assist with
anything that needs to be done. Carol Wilson and Liz
Cavanagh who have been such capable people making sure all
our tea/coffee and biscuits are on hand. Michelle MacGregor
is our web master, who works full time but still finds time to
run our site. Unfortunately her work involves after hours on a
Tuesday, so we don’t see her at meetings or Committee
Meetings. Finally, Peter Baldwin Editor of the BMUG Newsletter
who has set such a high standard for others to follow.
BMUG is very lucky to have such skilled people willing to help
our membership.
Several members of the BMUG committee are stepping down
at this election and several others have indicated that they will
nominate to fill the committee vacancies.
I would like to thank the retiring members for all their hard
work, and hope to continue to see them at the general
meetings in the future.
Having served two terms as your President, I am reluctant to
stand again, but as no one is willing to take on the position I
have re-nominated for the position and will again be your
President for the 2014/15 Year.
Happy Computing.
Peter Oakley
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Annual Membership for 2015
Members will be pleased to know that at the Annual
Meeting it was resolved to reduce the Annual membership
fee from $40. It is now $20 per member (all past
categories of membership including Singles, Couples,
Student and Remote are now abolished).
Your renewal will be due and payable in January 2015.

Important Notice for next
Meeting
PLEASE NOTE:
Our November Meeting will start at the earlier time of
3pm due to the commitments of our Guest Speaker, Pam
Doughty who is coming from Melbourne and must return
for another engagement that evening.
Pam’s topics will include ‘Using iBooks, including using
the Kindle app on iPads’ followed by a look at what iBooks
Author can do.

Social Meal After This Meeting
Our Bimonthly social Get together and meal will be held at
the conclusion of this meeting from 6.30 PM onwards at
Ocean Delight Chinese Restaurant, Shell Road, Ocean Grove.
Numbers will be taken at the commencement of the meeting
and a reservation will be telephoned through to the
Restaurant.

Proposed Digital Photography SIG
Dick Brown will be convening this SIG and due to the initial lack
of response from members, it is now proposed to start it in the
New Year.
Dick will be concentrating on the computer based side of
photography, including importing, storing, finding, adjusting
and manipulating. Along the way deviations through the byways
of camera use and settings will be included, as these do have an
affect on the quality of the image that eventually emerges from
this tortuous path.
Please notify Dick of your intention to participate in this SIG.
dickbrown@bellarinemac.org.au
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Some

thoughts for my fellow BMUG members to

ponder....
I sometimes wonder if residents on The Bellarine realize how
lucky they are to have BMUG operating in their local area.
Being able to participate in monthly meetings and continually
learn new things about your computer experience is such a rare
opportunity. Believe me, it is not until you cannot attend
monthly meetings that one realizes how valuable the BMUG
experience is.
How I wish I still lived in Ocean Grove so I could actively
participate in BMUG meetings every month. Despite having
lived in Melbourne now for the past 4 ½ years, I still take a very
keen interest in BMUG and have constant contact with some of
the Committee Members. I remain a Remote Member.
I look forward to receiving the monthly Newsletters which I
read from front to back every month. There is never a month
goes by without extremely interesting articles to read and learn
from. The Editor Peter Baldwin must spend hours on our behalf
– first reviewing new software / products, writing articles about
his findings and then preparing the final Newsletter. Have any
BMUG members ever really stopped to think about the
preparation time of such a professional looking newsletter that
arrives in your Inbox without fail every month? I often think
that Peter must not have very much spare time to do “Peter
things” on his computer with the time he devotes to BMUG.

I enquired and was informed that there is still quite a large core
group of members who attend and benefit from the monthly
BMUG meetings but I sometimes wonder how many members
just simply go along to each meeting, take what they want from
the knowledge imparted then go home and never give a single
thought about how much work the presenter has put in to
preparation to share that knowledge with you – the BMUG
members.
I myself was a founding Committee Member when BMUG was
first formed in May 2006 and remained a committee member
until we moved away from the area. I offered to be on the
original Steering Committee because I wanted to play my part
in helping BMUG to flourish and survive.
Never before in my life was there such an opportunity to mix
with fellow enthusiastic and knowledgeable Mac Users and this
certainly enhanced the use of my Mac computer and gave me
so much more confidence to “have a go” at various aspects of
my computer use.
How I would love to still have the opportunity to be able to
attend the monthly BMUG meetings and continue to learn new
things. How I would love to still be BMUG Committee member.
From what I hear, there are only a handful of Committee
members who “put in the hard yards” to present you – the
members – with such valuable information that continually
enhances your computer experience. Peter Oakley and Dick
6

Letters to the Editor..................Continued
Brown seem to be the main presenters at the monthly meetings
and any presentation requires work behind the scenes to make
it successful.
Dick Brown, without any monthly BMUG presentations does an
admirable job running the Green Apples Meetings twice
monthly and no doubt spends many hours of preparation for
these meetings. Where can anyone go in this world and receive
tuition in such a small group with no cost involved? How lucky
are those Green Apples members?
I have researched Mac User Groups around my area at
Gowanbrae in Melbourne. How many clubs are available? One
that meets in Melbourne City at 6.30pm at night – there is no
way I would travel into the city by myself and be coming home
in the dark. Then there is AUSOM but they meet a very long way
from my home and it would entail quite a long drive in busy
traffic to attend these meetings alone.
So . . . . . . . . How lucky are you fellow BMUG members having
something like our club on your doorsteps?
I therefore implore my fellow BMUG members to take a few
moments to think about how they may add their contribution to
the running of BMUG. How nice it would be for our few “regular
stalwarts” to receive an offer of help – if not on an ongoing
basis but on an occasional basis at least.
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If you are unable to make a yearly commitment as a Committee
Member – think about your particular area of knowledge using
your computer and perhaps you may consider making a “one
off” presentation.
I guess BMUG is similar to so many organizations where so
many members leave it to “so few members” to put in the hard
yards to keep a club running.
Think!
What would you do next time you came up against a
curly problem during your computer use and had no-one to
help you? What would you do without those “same few
members” who keep BMUG going for you?
Make a cup of tea or coffee, put your feet up and ponder that
last paragraph for a few moments and then consider how you
may make your contribution - no matter how small - to keep
BMUG alive and well. If my letter only results in one offer of
help, then my thoughts will have been worth it but let us
surprise “the stalwarts” with more offers of help - no matter
how insignificant they may seem to you.
Kind regards to my fellow BMUG members. Marg Boyles

EDITOR’S NOTE:
This letter is published as received, unedited.
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The D-Link Wi-Fi Audio Extender DCH-M225
By Peter Baldwin

RRP $79.95
See Website for
more details on
this Wi-Fi Audio
Extender.

The DCH-M225 Wi-Fi Audio Extender is a
portable plug-in repeater that lets you extend an
existing wireless network. It also can stream your
music library to anywhere within your extended
wireless network. Tiny yet powerful, it supports
Wireless N speeds of up to 300Mbps in a device
that fits in the palm of your hand.
During the short time that I have been testing
this Wireless Audio Extender, I have been very
surprised by the quality of the audio output. The
setup is almost instantaneous. You just plug in
your portable speaker or receiver to the M225,
plug it into the wall, and then the setup menu
guides you through the installation process in
less than 5 minutes.
The build quality of the unit is solid and very
compact. The performance is excellent and it
allows you to move around freely with your
device at your side. Also, this unit doubles as a

network extender, allowing you to gain a little
more signal for your devices throughout your
home.
Wi-Fi extenders have been around for several
years, but D-Link have produced something extra
with this latest product, that not only extends
your network range but also allows you to stream
music from your smartphone into a speaker that
is connected to this device. This means you could
be on the other side of your house and wirelessly
transfer music from your Smart Phone to a
speaker connected to this device.
To see how easy it is to set up and use this
device, click on the following linkhttp://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Y6Q-I8oP_eo

This product is highly recommended and I
believe that it is good value for money.
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Transparent Capacitive Accurate Stylus Pens
ABOUT DAGi
DAGi Corporation Ltd. is a Taiwanese company founded in 2009. The company's main
products are Transparent Capacitive Stylus Pens. DAGi owns multinational patents related to
the transparent capacitive stylus and has been selling styluses to United States, Japan,
Australia, Europe and other countries in its own brand “DAGi stylus.
DAGi designs many styluses for the iDevices (iPhone, iPad, iPod Touch) and many other types
of stylus that are compatible with several operating systems.

MAIN FEATURES OF THE STYLUS PENS
There are 4 sizes of stylus tip provided to satisy different needs.
Excellent resolution is another feature of the DAGi stylus.
The transparent tip allows users to be able to see what they are writing or drawing
on the screen. The tiny red dot indicates the centre of where it is touching and is
specially designed to aid the accuracy.
The tip is made of plastic thus users don't have to worry about using it either on a
bare screen or on a screen with a protector on it.
9
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Transparent Capacitive Accurate Stylus Pens
See Website for details of all Stylus Models available.
By Peter Baldwin

Finger Prints
Free

P301
Designed for
the iPhone 4
RRP $USD 15.00

I have tried many different styli and have never
been satisfied with their durability. Recently, I
discovered the DAGi stylus which is extremely
well built, provides pin point accuracy and
precision like no other on the market and is
essential with small querty keyboards.
Part of the secret is a transparent plastic springtip with a central red dot that not only allows you
to see what you are doing but also increases
accuracy when typing, drawing or playing games.
From my trials so far, with several different
models, I don’t think that the tip is going to rip
off the way those rubber tipped styli do. For all
you
iPad
drawing
enthusiasts,
I
highly
recommend the Dagi P506 stylus, it is the best
that I have tried for drawing on an iPad. The pens
vary in weight and thickness, but all fit
comfortably in your hand.
In conclusion, I believe that the pens are a real
enhancement for precision on capacitive touch
screens. The pens are definitely worth their
money and are fun to use, but in my opinion, they
are still not quite the perfect solution.

Below are Model Numbers and details of the pens
which can be used with an iPad:
P504 Price $USD $20.00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zpHMUfCrN2k
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=J7kXs0TQP_8

P505 Price $USD $18.00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AoRUAf90bGw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=VqN_f1Um55g

P506 Price $USD $20.00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=PePAUHFGtEw

P507 Price $USD $20.00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=s2fXykgaAas
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nqRifSc7__4

P508 Price $USD $25.00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=nP5dRXlEBSc
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=S5PJyeugncw

P604 Price $USD $30.00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pms5kP_4GeU

P701 Price $USD $20.00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=yV7BwKD7JdI
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=L_MeAJrfFZo

P702 Price $USD $23.00
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=kClNryAi9cw
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=JKfdy7e_T0c
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By DVDSuki Softwares
Are you looking for a powerful Mac app that will Copy, backup and convert your DVD’s?
Version 5 released 1st September 2014.

What I like about this App:
Mac DVD Ripper Pro does a great job by
analysing the DVD and using intelligent
algorithms to ensure proper rips.
It is able to easily rip any DVD and provide
you with a file to play on your computer,
burn to a DVD or even to convert and play
on any iTunes device.
It is a master of this trade, with only a few
minor limitations. At $24.95 the price is
comparable with similar software.
A free trial of your first 5 DVD’s is
available from the website.

What is new in this version:
Soft-subtitles (that can now be turned on and off).
Incorporate up to two subtitles tracks in Rip and Convert mode.
Convert previously ripped DVDs (even if you did not use 'Full disc image').

Highly Recommended.
Peter Baldwin
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Key Features of Comic Life V3.0.2:
Ever wanted to be a
character in a comic book?
Now you can with Comic Life!
It is the highly acclaimed, fun, easy and
powerful application that expands what
you can do with your digital photos when
turning them into a comic.
Want to recount your holiday adventures or tell
a life-story in an engaging style?
Comic Life is the answer.
What about creating an original story featuring
you and your friends? That's easy with Comic
Life.
It's the app with everything you need to make a stunning photo
comic.
Fonts, templates, panels, balloons, captions and lettering art.
Simply add your photos and some words and very quickly you'll
have a finished story.
A free trial is available from the Website.

Available in Mac App Store $37.99

*Create Comics.
* Annotate family photos.
* Holiday photo albums.
* Children's story books.
* 'How-to' Guides’.
* Basic desktop publishing.
* Greeting cards.
* Gifts.
* Scrap booking.
* Apply effect filters to images.
* Drag and drop images from iPhoto.
* iSight / DV Cam image capture.
* Pre-made templates and styles.
* Easy uploads to Mac.
* Bendable lettering text.
* Shadows, Gradients, borders and more.
* Full template support.
* Advanced balloon and text control.
* Predefined and freeform shapes.
* Image Filtering for your photos.
* Built-in iPhoto and Finder image browser.
* Library of pre-made layouts, styles and fonts.
* Export your comic out as an image, PDF or send to
Facebook or iPhoto.
12
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How to speed up a slow iPhoto library
I recently received the following questionI am a casual photographer who has amassed about 12,000 pictures
in my iPhoto library. iPhoto now runs so slowly that it is essentially
unusable (and occasionally tells me that my Library has been
corrupted). I’ve heard a few people recommend switching to Aperture,
adding iPhoto Library Manager, or changing to an Adobe or Google
product. I just want something where I can organise my photos by
date/event and do very light editing. What do you recommend?
Poor performance with largish libraries has been a feature of
iPhoto for years and the latest edition is no exception.
There are several alternatives available and some that you have
suggested can be eliminated because of the information that
you have supplied.
If you are only interested in organising and slightly editing your
photos, then the higher priced apps will be an overkill. Apple’s
Aperture and Adobe’s Lightroom and Photoshop offer more
features (and complexity) than you need. Even Photoshop
Elements 12 may be more advanced than you need.
At this stage I would suggest that you stay with iPhoto (even
though Apple plans to scrap it at some time soon). I would
recommend that you purchase iPhoto Library Manager from Fat
Cat Software for $30.00, which I reviewed in the July 2014
Newsletter.

I make this suggestion because from what you have stated, you
seem to be familiar with iPhoto and I presume that you have
organised your photos in a way that you favour.
Why start over with another application?
Where iPhoto fails is in the speed department. With iPhoto
Library Manager you can continue to run iPhoto just as you
have, but you can use it to create multiple smaller libraries,
which takes care of the speed issue.
Here is what I would suggest-

Give serious thought on how you would like to split
up your existing library.
For example, you might wish to place all the images from
particular years or by the camera you used or by face or
location into one Library.
Once you have made that decision, launch iPhoto and choose
File > New Smart Album. In the sheet that appears configure
the conditions to match your organisational strategy.
For example, Date is in the range 1/1/2013 to 31/12/2013 to
combine all the images created in 2013. Assign a name to your
smart album and click OK to create it.
Next launch iPhoto Library Manager and click the Create Library
button in the top-left corner of the window. Give the album a
descriptive name, for example, 2013 Photos, then click Create.
Select the iPhoto Library entry (this reflects your current iPhoto
library along with all the events, albums, projects, and
13

Editor’s Feature Article..................Continued
slideshows it contains) and then locate the smart album you
just created.
Drag this album to the album you made in iPhoto Library
Manager. It will then set about copying those images to a new
album (this can take a long time and slow down your Mac if you
are moving a large number of images).
Repeat the process if you want to create additional libraries.
If you just want to browse your images you can do that directly
within iPhoto Library Manager. Launch it and select an album.
The images it contains will appear as thumbnails to the right.
When you want to work with one of these libraries in iPhoto
there are two options available(1) You could launch iPhoto Library Manager and double click
on the library you want to view. It will open in iPhoto.
(2) You could hold down the Option key whilst launching
iPhoto. You will then be prompted to choose a library.
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Are you having trouble adding or using
a Printer? Try a Generic Printer.
OS X Mavericks normally checks to see whether driver software
is already installed for any printer you attempt to add.
If none is found, or if you have trouble printing, click the Use
pop up menu, choose Generic PCL Printer or Select Printer
Software, and locate the printer model yourself from a list that
appears.
Alternatively, choose ‘Other’ from the menu if you want to
locate software you've already downloaded from the printer
manufacturer's website.

The latest technology you have to see
to believe.

Click on the link belowhttp://www.makeuseof.com/tag/latest-computer-technology-seebelieve/

How to Make Your Photos Really ‘Pop’
in iPhoto ‘11 for Mac

Click on the link belowhttp://www.macobserver.com/tmo/article/how-to-make-your-photosreally-pop-in-iphoto-11-for-mac
14
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Battery Power Details

Copy and Paste on an iPad

Ever wonder which Mac app is draining your battery? You

To copy a word or phrase, just touch the word and hold it

can click on the battery icon in the menu bar of MacBooks
to see a list of any apps using significant power. It will

until the magnifying glass comes out.

also show you estimated battery time remaining, or time
until it is fully charged if you have it plugged in. Hold
down the Option key and click and you will see your
battery's condition status.

Send Directions From your Mac to your iPhone

You

probably knew that you could use the Maps app in

Mavericks to get directions. Likewise with the Maps app on
your iPhone. You can also figure out a route on your Mac
and then send it to your iPhone. After getting Directions,
choose File, Share and you should see your iPhone in the
list as long as you are logged into the same iCloud
account. Then on your iPhone, tap the Directions button at
the upper left and you will see the route in the list.

Click Below for Top 7 Free eBook Websites
http://ebook-store-review.toptenreviews.com/top-7free-ebook-websites.html/?cmpid=nl-20140506

THE KEY IS TO WAIT!
A small window with Select, Select All, and Paste will
appear. Tap Select and the word will be highlighted. It will
have two pull bars on both ends to extend the selection,
and a window with 6 choices will also appear. Then simply
tap the Copy button.
To paste, just tap where you want the words to be pasted
and tap the paste button.
If you want to paste and replace a section, double tap
what you want replaced.

Disappearing Contact Card Fields

When you create or edit a card in the Contacts app, only
fields containing information are visible on that card after
you leave Edit mode.
To check out the preferences for Contacts, from the
Contacts application menu, choose the General pane to
select a sort option for names.
Use the Accounts pane to synchronise your contacts with
your Google, Yahoo, or Exchange accounts.
15
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Get the most from the Color Picker in OSX

If

you have spent any time at all creating and editing

documents on your Mac, you’ve probably used the Color Picker.

This

window appears in many

applications when you try to
change the colour of an object or
text. In this example, my
screenshots are from Pages, but
you can do the same things (and
invoke the Color Picker using the
same shortcut) in Mail, Numbers,
TextEdit, Keynote and other
apps. I find it very useful.

The

following is an illustration of how I might use the Color

Picker. I may not be happy with the background colour of the
following Heading used in this Newsletter.

Product Review
For

example, if I wanted to use the light blue of the Finder

icon, this is possible because you are able to use any colour on
your screen, including colours on icons in your Dock, your
Desktop background, in fact almost anything.

Just

select the object you’d like to

colour and bring up the Colour Picker
(Shift-Command-C). Then click on the
small magnifying glass near the upperleft corner. When you do that, your
cursor will change into a magnifying
glass, and then all you have do is find
any colour on your screen you want to
use and click it to apply that colour to
the object you’ve selected.

Product Review
If

you like the colour that you have

selected, you can even save it for future
use. Do that by dragging the colour from
the top (next to the magnifying glass)
down to one of the white spaces at the
bottom. If you need more white spaces to
store your custom colours, drag the little
handle at the bottom of the Picker to get
more?
This is a great feature which I often use.
Peter Baldwin
16
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Shortcut to Preferences

File Naming Conventions

You can save much time by opening Preferences in
most Mac apps by hitting Command and (the comma).
No more scrolling the cursor up and over to the app
name menu and scrolling down to the Preferences
item. It works with Pages, Word, Evernote, Excel,
Numbers, TextEdit, Firefox, Chrome, Safari, Finder,

It is important to have filenames which help you
locate your documents.I start the name of a file with
the date and I prefer a format like 14.07.14 for July
14, 2014. That makes the files appear in chronological
order in a folder and easier to locate.

Path Finder and many more apps.

Tip for Filling in Forms
IMPORTANT SECURITY UPDATE
Click on the following link for detailshttp://osxdaily.com/2014/09/29/os-x-bash-update-1-0shellshock-patch/

BMUG News produced by Editor Peter Baldwin.
Send articles for inclusion in this Newsletter to The Editor.

When filling in forms, use tab to go to next box.
However, when you tab to the box "State" with a
pull-down menu, don't pull down the menu. Instead,
type the first letter of your state several times
(VVVV) if necessary to get to your state.
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